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Introduction
The examination structure provided a range of question types over five sections, with
the final extended responses requiring candidates to address issues and debates. Many
candidates demonstrated good psychological knowledge and understanding in this
examination, and centres have clearly covered the required content in sufficient depth,
which has benefitted candidates. Candidates have worked hard throughout this paper, with
many candidates making attempts at all questions, which was very positive to see.
Centres are directed to remind candidates to write within the spaces provided on the exam
paper and where this is not sufficient, to use additional paper rather than drawing arrows
between questions and white space, or using blank pages within the exam paper.
Strengths were seen in the understanding of ethical issues in terms of the candidates
understanding of Milgram and some further evidence of ethical or unethical studies in
social psychology, however the underpinning knowledge of the ethical code of conduct and
requirements themselves was not as strong.
There is a general area for improvements in the candidate skills of application to the
scenarios for the AO2 questions, where candidates are often giving generic responses
that are not applied to the context, for example failing to make the link between an
observational method and the scenario of the supermarket in question 13.
There is an indication that some candidates appeared unaware of the differences in the
taxonomy of questions, and did not differentiate their responses to answer the question
being asked. For example, when giving a comparison, candidates are required to give at
least one similarity and one difference. Centres are directed to the taxonomy command
words within the specification that give indications of the expectations for the question
types for candidates.
Candidate responses to the key question were often limited. Most candidates seemed to
be aware of their key question for society, but struggled to make the links between the
key question, theory/ concept/ research and relevance to society. Centres are directed to
the support materials available online which explore the various question types for key
questions in the examination.
The remainder of this Examiner Report will focus on each individual question and specific
examples with the aim of highlighting areas of good practice and some common errors
which can be used to help prepare candidates for future 9PS0/01 examinations.
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Question 1 (a)
This was an AO2 question where credit is given for the identification of the sampling
technique used and many candidates achieved well here, giving the correct response of
opportunity sampling.

Question 1 (b)–(c)
Question 1b
This was an AO2 question where credit was awarded for either a full or partial hypothesis in
relation to the scenario. In this question, many candidates achieved full marks, and where
they did not achieve this they usually failed to operationalise the instruction ‘to pick up
litter’.
Question 1c
This was an AO2 and AO3 question and therefore points made by candidates were required
to be applied to the scenario of Adam and Lauren and therefore the improvement to the
procedure should be clearly linked to the scenario. Some candidates suggested changing
the research methodology from a questionnaire to an experiment. This was not creditable
as it is not an improvement, it is a change in method. Many candidates achieved well here,
giving an improvement for the AO2 mark, although at times the justification for how or
why this is an improvement was limited or under developed and did not always achieve the
second mark.

Examiner Comments

Question 1b
This candidate achieved 1 mark for a partially operationalised hypothesis.
Question 1c
This candidate achieved 0 marks as the response is generic.
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Question 2
This was an AO2 question and therefore points made by candidates must be applied to the
scenario of the students at the school as is indicated by the question. Centres could remind
candidates that in application questions generic answers score 0 marks. Many candidates
gave good applications which usually included references to the sports teams and the
league and cup matches. Some candidates confused realistic conflict theory with social
identity theory in this question.

Examiner Comments

This candidate achieved 3 marks.
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Examiner Tip

The candidate has applied their knowledge of the theory to the stimulus
material well, demonstrating how realistic conflict theory can explain the
problems between the students.
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Question 3
This was an evaluate question that requires an equal emphasis between knowledge/
understanding and evaluation/ conclusion in the answer. Candidates could demonstrate
knowledge and understanding of ethical issues and give examples from social psychology,
although this was usually limited just to Milgram and as such was often unbalanced towards
social psychology being wholly unethical. The depth of understanding of ethical issues was
sometimes limited, with focus usually being just consent and deception. Evaluation skills
were strong in a number of answers seen, but many candidates gave responses that were
underdeveloped here and often did not go beyond underdeveloped ethical statements
about one or two pieces of research, not linking their argument to the question.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate achieved Level 3, 5 marks.
They demonstrate accurate knowledge and understanding of ethical issues
within social psychology and present an argument that has been developed
using mostly coherent chains of reasoning and leads to conclusions being
presented.

Examiner Tip

To achieve higher marks, the candidate could demonstrate a more thorough
understanding of ethical issues and develop these further with justifications and
exemplifications from social psychological research to give a more coherent and
balanced response.
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Question 4
This was an AO1 question and required candidates to demonstrate their knowledge and
understanding of the multi-store model of memory. This was generally very well answered,
and centres should commend candidates on their understanding of this model of memory.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has achieved 4 marks for their description of the multi-store
model of memory.

Examiner Tip

This response demonstrates very good understanding, making more than four
credit worthy points. It may benefit candidates with their timing in the exam to
draw on the marks awarded to help guide the depth of their answers.
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Question 5 (a)
This question was assessing AO2 mathematical skills of calculating the range. Most
candidates achieved well here, with very few candidates failing to achieve marks on this
question. Where they did, it appeared to be a calculation error or misunderstanding of the
range, such as calculating the mean score.

Question 5 (b)
This question was assessing AO2 mathematical skills in calculating the standard deviation,
including credit for the steps taken. Many candidates achieved well on this question. Where
errors were evident it was often in the step of squaring at the very start, or not using n-1 to
complete the final steps. Candidates should be commended on how well they were able to
demonstrate their skills here.
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Question 6
This was an assess question that requires an equal emphasis between knowledge/
understanding and assessment/ conclusion in the answer. Candidates could demonstrate
knowledge and understanding of the experimental method and how it has been used
within cognitive psychology. This should be developed to assess the usefulness of this as a
method when researching cognitive psychology. Assessment skills were not strong in this
question, and many candidates gave responses that were underdeveloped here and often
did not assess the usefulness of the methodology, rather they tended to give a strength
and weakness of a specified study, usually Baddeley (1966b). Some candidates gave generic
points about laboratory experiments without links to cognitive psychology, which missed
the point of the question.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has achieved level 2, 4 marks.
The response demonstrates mostly accurate knowledge and understanding
of experiments within cognitive psychology, and the candidate has produced
some statements that are relevant, although these do not always assess
the usefulness of experiments in cognitive psychology, resulting in a mostly
superficial assessment.
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Question 7
This was an AO1 question where candidates are expected to describe how recreational
drugs can change the operation of neurotransmitters. Many candidates could give
descriptions of euphoria effects/ reward pathways or dysphoria effects/ down-regulation
of neurotransmitter. The candidates did not have to give a specific drug as an example
here, although many did, often citing examples of cocaine, amphetamines and PCP very
accurately. Where a specific drug was used, some candidates could not always accurately
describe what this drug did to neurotransmitter operation, particularly with nicotine and
alcohol. Some candidates missed the operation of neurotransmitters in the question and
described how a drug changes a person’s behaviour, for example may struggle to maintain
their balance or motor co-ordination.

Examiner Comments

This candidate has achieved 2 marks for describing how recreational drugs can
change the operation of neurotransmitters.
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Question 8 (a) and (b)
Question 8a
This question was assessing AO2 mathematical skills in drawing and labelling a scatter
diagram. Candidates usually achieved well in this question. Where candidates did not gain
full marks, it was often as a result of inaccuracies in the title, for example referring to a
difference, or failing to label the axes.
Question 8b
This question was assessing the AO2 mathematical skill of interpreting a scatter diagram.
Candidates had to interpret the diagram they had drawn in question 8a. Most candidates
achieved well here, being able to identify the type of correlation shown in their diagram.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate achieved 3 marks for their scatter diagram in 8a, but did not
achieve a mark for 8b as they have given an interpretation of the graph rather
than identifying the type of correlation.
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Question 8 (c)

Examiner Comments

This candidate achieved 2 marks for giving two reasons for using a Spearman’s
rho.
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Question 9
This was an AO2 question and requires candidates to apply their understanding of biological
and psychodynamic explanations of behaviour to aggression. For a compare taxonomy
question, there must be one similarity and one difference to achieve full marks. Candidates
who give two similarities or two differences can only achieve one mark.
Candidates are usually describing how the ID/ Ego/ Superego or Thanatos link to aggression,
then describing how testosterone/ MAOA or brain abnormality link to aggression. They do
not give these as comparisons, rather they present two stand alone descriptions without
stating whether this is a similarity or difference. Where candidates have given responses in
this format, credit has been given.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has achieved 2 marks for giving a similarity and a difference.

Examiner Tip

Candidates should use the mark allocation to help guide them in the amount
of content to write in an answer. This candidate has provided very good
understanding but may have spent longer on this question than required.
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Question 10
This was an evaluate question that requires an equal emphasis between knowledge/
understanding and evaluation/ conclusion in the answer. Candidates should demonstrate
knowledge and understanding of the twin study they had chosen and evaluate the specific
elements of the twin study selected. There were some strong evaluations of the study
in a number of answers seen, but many candidates gave responses that consisted of
generic points, for example references to generalisability, which demonstrated limited
understanding of the study and underdeveloped links between their evaluative points and
how or why this made their chosen study strong or weak. Some candidates evaluated the
methodology of a twin study, rather than an actual twin study.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate achieved level 3, 5 marks.
The response demonstrates accurate knowledge and understanding,
with mostly coherent chains of reasoning. However, the development of
the evaluation and thoroughness of the underpinning knowledge and
understanding could be improved.
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Question 11
This was an AO1 knowledge and understanding question that required candidates to define
the key terms of ‘unconditioned response’ and ‘extinction’. Most candidates were able to
define ‘unconditioned response’ and some candidates were able to define ‘extinction’.

Examiner Comments

This candidate has achieved 2 marks for giving two good definitions.
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Question 12
This question assessed the candidate’s ability to explain practical issues in animal research.
Many candidates were able to give understanding of a practical issue, but fewer candidates
could exemplify or justify how or why this was an issue. Candidates who achieved less well
gave generic points which were not specific to animal research or gave ethical issues.

Examiner Comments

This candidate has achieved 4 marks.
They have given two practical issues that have been clearly exemplified in order
to explain how each is an issue in research with animals.
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Question 13
Candidates were required to design an observation applied to the scenario of a
supermarket observation about helping behaviour, demonstrating AO2 application skills.
Some candidates were able to give an appropriate response which was fully applied to the
scenario here, however a number of candidates gave generic descriptions of observations
and did not fully address the question. There were some misconceptions evident where
candidates muddled overt and covert and also participant and non-participant observations.
Candidates should be reminded that where the question refers them to the scenario they
should draw on their knowledge and understanding and apply this to the material given for
AO2 content.

Examiner Comments

This candidate has achieved 3 marks.
The response describes how the observation could be carried out and it has
been applied to the scenario throughout.
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Question 14
This was a discuss question that required candidates to demonstrate an equal emphasis
between knowledge and understanding and application in their answer about the key
question for society they have studied in learning theories. Candidates were required to
show knowledge and understanding of their key question of relevance to society and/
or individuals and link their points to appropriate theories, concepts and/ or research
from learning theories. Many candidates have done well in this response, those who did
not achieve as highly often described their key question with limited discussion of the
theoretical points or concepts from psychology. A few described explanations or studies
without a link to the key question itself. Better responses were seen in relation to eating
disorders and media violence, with responses in relation to airlines treating the fear of flying
often demonstrating over reliance on Capafóns with little development as a key question.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate achieved level 2, 4 marks.
The response demonstrates mostly accurate knowledge and understanding
of the key question for society. The discussion of this key question is partially
developed with occasional support through the application of concepts, theories
and/ or research from learning theories as appropriate, although this is not
always well linked to whether violent video games should be banned.
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Question 15
This was an assess question drawing on the issues and debates concept or reductionism.
Candidate responses required an equal emphasis between knowledge/ understanding
and assessment/ conclusion in the answer. Many candidates did not always give strong
content here, and often responses did not demonstrate an understanding of reductionism
beyond the notion of simplifying memory. Some candidates struggled to demonstrate
an understanding of elements, whether theory or methodology, in cognitive psychology
that are or are not considered reductionist and this often meant their assessment was
underdeveloped and limited. A number of responses were unbalanced, claiming cognitive
psychology is reductionist without drawing on any arguments against this.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has achieved level 3, 6 marks.
The response demonstrates accurate, although not thorough, knowledge and
understanding of reductionism with arguments that have been developed
using mostly coherent chains of reasoning and lead to an assessment being
presented. There is some understanding of competing arguments about
reductionism in cognitive psychology, but the significance and logical reasoning
has not been well developed.
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Question 16
Candidates were directed to draw on two different areas studied in order to evaluate
how well different explanations from social psychology and biological psychology could
explain Matt’s behaviour. Candidates were required to demonstrate an equal emphasis
between knowledge/ understanding and application to the scenario, along with evaluations/
conclusions in their answer. Most candidates were able to focus on social and biological
psychology in their response, giving a balanced evaluation, with those giving stronger
responses able to exemplify their evaluations through supporting evidence and alternative
theoretical concepts. Where candidates achieved less well, they tended to demonstrate a
basic understanding of social and biological psychology, sometimes applied to the context
of Matt, however this was often presented in disjointed paragraphs and lacked logical chains
of reasoning or argument. Many of the responses achieving less well consisted of generic,
unsupported statements, with little or no evidence or developed evaluation.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate achieved Level 2, 6 marks.
They demonstrate mostly accurate knowledge and understanding, with some
application of relevant evidence from the context of Matt and his behaviour. The
evaluations consist of statements that are mostly accurate although there are
limitations in the evaluation skills and the response leads about how far social
and biological psychology can explain Matt’s behaviour.

Examiner Tip

Where appropriate, the use of supporting evidence to exemplify knowledge
and understanding and justify evaluation points may benefit candidates when
responding to extended open response questions. This may help candidates
present a balanced argument that is developed by drawing on evidence for and
against their points.
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Paper Summary
Based on performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
•

Some candidates may benefit from practising their timing and balance of content in
responses. Many candidates did not appear to draw on the question size to aid in their
examination timing, giving more detail than required in short-answer questions.

•

Within their extended open responses, candidates should give balanced responses and
exemplified points which lead to making informed conclusions or judgements (where
appropriate to the taxonomy used) in relation to the question content.

•

Candidates should clearly apply their understanding of psychology to the context in a
given scenario, they should not just give a name or single word as this is insufficient as
an application skill.

•

Generic points should be avoided. Candidates should be able to give specific responses
that are clearly linked to the question content and taxonomy, for example when
evaluating studies, it should be explicit how the point made relates to the study.

•

Candidates should review the taxonomy expectations within the specification to aid
them in understanding the key requirements of the questions, particularly in reference
to compare questions, and the distinctions between assess and evaluate in extended
essays, along with the differences between describe and explain in shorter questions.

•

Where candidates are expanding their points, the use of evidence and supporting/
contesting concepts could aid them in exemplifying their knowledge and understanding
as appropriate.

•

Candidates should consider their key question of relevance to society and have a clear
focus about how or why this key question is of relevance to society. Centres are directed
to the support materials online for key questions.

•

Candidates conduct mathematical calculations well, however they are less able to
rationalise the choices made in the mathematical decision making processes and would
benefit from a fuller understanding of the statistical decision making process.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this
link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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